ABSTRACT An outer-independent total dominating set (OITDS) of a graph G is a set D of vertices of G such that every vertex of G has a neighbor in D, and the set V (G) \ D is independent. The outer-independent total domination number of a graph G, denoted by γ oit (G), is the minimum cardinality of an OITDS of G. An outerindependent total Roman dominating function (OITRDF) on a graph G is a function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} satisfying the conditions that every vertex u with f (u) = 0 is adjacent to at least one vertex v with f (v) = 2, every vertex x with f (x) ≥ 1 is adjacent to at least one vertex y with f (y) ≥ 1, and any two different vertices a, b with f (a) = f (b) = 0 are not adjacent. The minimum weight ω(f ) = v∈V (G) f (v) of any OITRDF f for G is the outer-independent total Roman domination number of G, denoted by γ oitR (G). A graph G is called an outer-independent total Roman graph (OIT-Roman graph) if γ oitR (G) = 2γ oit (G). In this paper, we propose dynamic programming algorithms to compute the outer-independent total domination number and the outer-independent total Roman domination number of a tree, respectively. Moreover, we characterize all OIT-Roman graphs and give a linear time algorithm for recognizing an OIT-Roman graph.
I. INTRODUCTION

Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a graph. A subset D ⊆ V (G) is a dominating set of G if every vertex of V (G) \ D has a neighbour in D, while it is a total dominating set of G if every vertex of G has a neighbour in D.
A. OUTER-INDEPENDENT TOTAL DOMINATION
A subset D ⊆ V (G) of a graph G is an outer-independent total dominating set (OITDS) if D is a total dominating set of G and V (G) \ D is independent. The outer-independent total domination number of a graph G, denoted by γ oit (G) , is the minimum cardinality of an OITDS of G. An OITDS of G with minimum cardinality is called a γ oit -set of G.
The concept of outer-independent total domination was previously introduced by Krzywkowski [12] , [13] .
Independently, the same parameter was introduced by Soner et al. [16] , under the name of total co-independent domination, with a little difference from the above one. A total dominating set D of a graph G is called a total co-independent dominating set if the set of vertices of the subgraph induced by V (G) \ D is independent and not empty. Note that the condition of V (G) \ D to be not empty is not exactly necessary, since the graph consisting of the union of P 2 admits no total co-independent dominating set. This also mentioned in [5] .
B. ROMAN DOMINATION
A Roman dominating function (RDF) on a graph G is a function f : V (G) → {0, 1, 2} such that every vertex u for which f (u) = 0 is adjacent to at least one vertex v for which f (v) = 2. The weight of an RDF is the value ω(f ) = u∈V (G) f (u). The minimum weight of an RDF on a graph G is called the Roman domination number γ R (G) of G.
It can be readily seen that a Roman dominating function f generates three sets V If the function f is clear from the context, then we will simply write f = (V 0 , V 1 , V 2 ).
Roman domination was introduced and studied in [10] and [11] and later it was extensively studied in the literature [3] , [4] , [7] - [9] , [14] , [15] .
C. OUTER-INDEPENDENT ROMAN DOMINATION [2]
A Roman dominating function f = (V 0 , V 1 , V 2 ) on a graph G is an outer-independent Roman dominating function if V 0 is independent. The outer-independent Roman domination number γ oiR (G) is the minimum weight of an outerindependent Roman dominating function on G.
D. TOTAL ROMAN DOMINATION [1]
A total Roman dominating function on a graph G with no isolated vertex is a Roman dominating function f = (V 0 , V 1 , V 2 ) on G such that the subgraph of G induced by the set V 1 ∪ V 2 has no isolated vertices. The total Roman domination number γ tR (G) is the minimum weight of a total Roman dominating function on G.
E. OUTER-INDEPENDENT TOTAL ROMAN DOMINATION [6]
A total Roman dominating function f = (V 0 , V 1 , V 2 ) is an outer-independent total Roman dominating function (OITRDF) on G if V 0 is independent. The outer-independent total Roman domination number γ oitR (G) is the minimum weight of an OITRDF on G.
Cabrera-Martínez, et al. proved that the problem of deciding the outer-independent total domination number (resp. the outer-independent total Roman domination number) of a graph is NP-completed [5] (resp. [6] ), even when restricted to planar graphs of maximum degree at most 3. Moreover, they proposed some problems.
Problem 1 [5] : Find some non trivial families of graphs whose outer-independent total domination numbers can be solved in polynomial time.
Problem 2 [6] : Study the outer-independent total Roman domination number of other families of graph like trees or product graphs.
Furthermore, Cabrera-Martínez et al. [6] obtained the following inequality and defined the graphs satisfying the right equality.
Theorem 1 [6] :
A graph G is called an outer-independent total Roman graph (or OIT-Roman graph for short), if γ oitR (G) = 2γ oit (G).
Problem 3 [6] : Characterize all the OIT-Roman graphs. In this paper, we propose dynamic programming algorithms to compute the outer-independent total domination number and the outer-independent total Roman domination number of a tree, respectively. Moreover, we characterize all OIT-Roman graphs and give a linear time algorithm for recognizing an OIT-Roman graph.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we shall only consider graphs without multiple edges or loops. For a graph G = (V (G), E(G)), V (G) and E(G) are the sets of vertices and edges of G, respectively. Since outer-independent total domination and outerindependent total Roman domination is not defined for graphs having isolated vertices, so all the graphs considered herein have no isolated vertices. Given an OITDS D of a graph G, a vertex v ∈ D is said to have a private neighbor if there exists a vertex
Proposition 1 [6] : A graph G is an OIT-Roman graph if and only if there exists a
As a straightforward consequence of Proposition 1, we have:
Proposition 2: For any connected graph G with at least three vertices, γ oit (G) ≥ |S(G)|.
Proof: This follows immediately from the fact that
III. A LINEAR ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING γ oit (T ) OF A TREE T
In this section, we propose a dynamic programming based polynomial time algorithm to compute the outer-independent total domination number of a tree. Let G be a graph with a specific vertex u. Note that a minimum OITDS D of G either contains or does not contain u. So it is useful to consider the following two domination problems.
Then it is clear that VOLUME 6, 2018 Lemma 1: For any graph G with a specific vertex u, we have
Suppose H is another graph with a specific vertex v. Let I be the graph with the specific vertex u, which is obtained from the disjoint union of G and H by joining a new edge uv; see Figure 1 .
In order to obtain γ 1
, we need to consider the following new problems.
D is an OITDS of G + uw and w ∈ D}, where G + uw is the graph obtained from G with the specific vertex u by adding a new vertex w and an edge uw.
Proof: The result follows from the total domination property of D.
By Observation 1, we can obtain that γ 11
Theorem 2: Suppose G and H are two graphs with specific vertices u and v, respectively. Let I be the graph with the specific vertex u, which is obtained from the disjoint union of G and H by joining a new edge uv. Then the following statements hold.
( 
(ii) Let D be an OITDS of I such that u ∈ D and let D 1 and D 2 be the restrictions of D to G and H , respectively.
If the vertices of a tree T have an ordering 
IV. A LINEAR ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING γ oitR (T ) OF A TREE T
In this section, we propose a dynamic programming based polynomial time algorithm to compute the outer-independent total Roman domination number of a tree.
For a graph G and a vertex u ∈ V (G), we denote by G + uw the graph obtained from G by adding a single vertex w and an edge uw. Now, we define
Algorithm 1 MOITDS-TREE(T)
Input: A tree T with a tree ordering
Output: the outer-independent total domination number γ oit (T ) of T .
Then it is clear that Lemma 2: For any graph G with a specific vertex u, we have
Proof: The result follows from the total Roman domination property of f .
By Observation 2, we can obtain that for each i = 1, 2,
Theorem 3: Suppose G and H are two graphs with specific vertices u and v, respectively. Let I be the graph with the specific vertex u, which is obtained from the disjoint union of G and H by joining a new edge uv. Then the following statements hold.
(
Then by the outer-independent property, we have f (v) ≥ 1.
On the other hand, since any OITRDF g of G with g(u) = 0 and any OITRDF h of H with h(v) = 1 can form an OITRDF f of I such that f (u) = 0 and f (v) = 1, we can obtain that γ 0
On the other hand, since any OITRDF g of G − u and any OITRDF h of H with h(v) = 2 can form an OITRDF f of I such that f (u) = 0 and f (v) = 2, we can obtain that γ 00
• If f (v) = 0, then by a similar proof in the case (i) (note that this case is symmetric with the case
On the other hand, since any OITRDF g of G + uv with g(u) = g(v) = 1 and any 
On the other hand, since any OITRDF g of G with g(u) = 2 and any OITRDF h of
On the other hand, since any OITRDF g of G + uv with g(u) = g(v) = 2 and 
By a similar proof in the case (ii), we can obtain that γ 11
Let f be an OITRDF of I + uw with minimum weight and
By a similar proof in the case (iii), we can obtain that γ 21
oitR (H , v)}. Lemma 2 and Theorem 3 give the following dynamic programming algorithm for computing γ oitR (T ) for any tree T .
Algorithm 2 MOITRDS-TREE(T)
Output: the outer-independent total Roman domination number γ oitR (T ) of T .
V. OIT-ROMAN GRAPHS
If G is a disconnected graph and G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G r are the connected components of G, where r ≥ 2, then by Theorem 1, Proof: By Lemma 3, v has a private neighbor, say u.
Algorithm 3 DETERMINE OIT-RG
Input: A connected graph G with vertex set Proof: By the definition of an OITDS, it suffices to prove the sufficiency. Since G is connected and G − D has no edges, we can obtain that D is a dominating set of G. Because G [D] has no isolated vertices, we have D is total dominating set of G. Note that G − D has no edges, so D is an OITDS of G.
Suppose that S(G) is an OITDS of G − L(G). Note that each leaf of G is adjacent to a vertex in S(G), we have S(G)
From Theorem 4 and Lemma 6, we can obtain that a connected graph G is an OIT-Roman graph if and only if the algorithm DETERMINE OIT-RG returns YES. It is easy to check that the algorithm DETERMINE OIT-RG runs in O(n) time. So we have the following theorem immediately.
Theorem 5: Any OIT-Roman graph can be recognized in O(n) time.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed dynamic programming algorithms to compute the outer-independent total domination number and the outer-independent total Roman domination number of a tree, respectively. The results partially answer Problems 1 and 2 proposed by Cabrera-Martínez et al. [5] , [6] , respectively. Moreover, we have characterized all OIT-Roman graphs and given a linear time algorithm for recognizing an OIT-Roman graph, which answers Problem 3 proposed by Cabrera-Martínez et al. in [6] .
